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Introduction:  The Dynamic Albedo of Neutrons 

(DAN) instrument onboard Mars Science Laboratory 
(MSL) consists of a pulsed neutron generator (PNG) 
and the neutron detector/electronics (DE) module. 
There are two 3He-proportional counters used in the 
DE module. One counter is surrounded with a Cd shell 
enclosure and measures epi-thermal neutrons with >0.4 
eV. The second detector does not have a Cd shell en-
closure and measures both thermal and epi-thermal 
neutrons. 

The main scientific objectives of DAN are two-
fold: (1) the primary objective is to measure the bulk 
hydrogen abundance (in forms of water or hydrated 
minerals) of the sub-surface and (2) the secondary ob-
jective is to measure the background neutron environ-
ment at the surface. DAN achieves the first objective 
by using a pulsed 14 MeV neutron source (ACTIVE 
mode). Emitted neutrons undergo a series of nuclear 
interactions with the regolith and lose energy. The 
DAN DE module then measures the time profile of the 
neutrons returned from the regolith. Even a small 
amount of hydrogen, as low as 0.1 weight % in the 
regolith, can effectively moderate the high energy neu-
trons [1]. The less-moderated (or epi-thermal) neutrons 
arrive at the detector earlier than the more-moderated 
(or thermal) neutrons. The shape and magnitude of 
neutron time profile curves after pulses can be used to 
estimate the depth distribution of the hydrogen content. 
When no neutron pulse is used (PASSIVE mode) DAN 
measures the neutron background environment at the 
Mars surface. There are two sources of the background 
neutrons which DAN would measure: one is secondary 
neutrons generated by galactic cosmic ray (GCR) in-
teractions with atmospheric and regolith materials and 
the other is neutrons from the Multi-Mission Radioiso-
tope Thermoelectric Generator (MMRTG) onboard 
MSL as a power source. The passive mode data for the 
first 100 sols of the MSL mission are presented in this 
paper. A summary of the DAN surface operation is 
described in [2]. 

Neutrons from MMRTG:  Plutonium used in the 
MMRTG undergoes alpha decay and spontaneous fis-
sion. Neutrons are generated in these processes, which 

need to be subtracted from the total counts in order to 
accurately estimate the “natural” neutrons from GCR 
interactions with the atmosphere and regolith. Fig. 1 
shows the MMRTG neutron count rate measured dur-
ing a check-up before launch. 

DAN Passive Data from the Surface Operation 
for the First 100 Sols: Passive data collected for the 
first 100 sols of the surface operation show variability 
along the traverse. Fig. 2 illustrates the traverse path of 
the rover from the landing site to the Sol 100 location. 
Fig. 3 shows the MMRTG background-corrected pas-
sive data (thermal neutron counts) as a function of sol 
after landing. Note that the rover had been stationed at 
one location (called Rocknest) from Sol 56 through Sol 
99. 

Diurnal Variation of DAN Passive Data at 
Rocknest: Since the rover stayed at one location 
(Rocknest) for long time, it provided a good opportuni-
ty to study diurnal variation of the DAN passive data 
and to investigate the cause(s) of thermal neutron 
count changes with atmospheric pressure and/or 
ground temperature measured by the Rover Environ-
mental Monitoring System (REMS; Fig. 4). The data 
seem to indicate that the DAN thermal neutron meas-
urements are not correlated with the atmospheric pres-
sure and only weakly correlated with the ground tem-
perature. This is an interesting observation in that the 
RAD instrument reports a rather strong correlation of 
the radiation environment with the atmospheric pres-
sure [3]. 

DAN Passive Data with RAD Observations: The 
DAN passive data also provide complementary science 
to RAD, which is another MSL instrument which 
mainly measures high energy particle environment 
including ions, photons, and neutrons. DAN measures 
the low energy neutrons. Fig. 5 shows a simulated neu-
tron energy specrum at the surface computed with a 
radiation transport tool, MCNPX [4]. The input param-
eters used in this calculation are the solar maximum 
GCR proton spectrum from CREME96 [5], 
MarsGRAM atmospheric model [6], and soil composi-
tion data from [7]. Together with the high energy (ap-
proximately >5 MeV) neutron measurement by RAD 
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[8], the low energy (approximately < 0.1 MeV) neu-
tron measurement by DAN can help define the neutron 
energy spectrum at the surface.  

Preliminary Interpretation: The DAN thermal 
neutron measurement is more greatly influenced by the 
sub-surface properties (e.g., hydrogen content) while 
the RAD high energy radiation measurement is more 
affected by ambient environmental conditions (e.g., 
pressure) [3].  
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Fig. 1. MMRTG neutron counts measured during the Assembly, Test, 
Launch Operation (ATLO) at KSC before launch. The CETN detector is 
surrounded with a Cd enclosure so that it only measures epi-thermal (>0.4 
eV) neutrons and the CTN detector measures both thermal and epi-
thermal neutrons. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Rover traverse path through Sol 100. The total straight-line dis-
tance from the Sol 0 location to the Sol 100 location is about 450 m. 

 

Fig. 3. DAN passive data (thermal neutrons) corrected for the MMRTG 
neutrons through Sol 100.  Note that the rover had been stationed at one 
location (called Rocknest) from Sol 56 through Sol 99. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Diurnal variation of the DAN thermal neutrons measured at 
Rocknest shown with representative (A) temperature and (B) pressure 
variations measured by REMS. 

 

Fig. 5. Simulated neutron energy spectrum at the surface. See text for 
the input parameters used. 
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